The prosperity of location-based social networking has paved the way for new applications of group-based activity planning and marketing. While such applications heavily rely on geo-social group queries (GSGQs), existing studies fail to produce a cohesive group in terms of user acquaintance. In this paper, we propose a new family of GSGQs with minimum acquaintance constraints. They are more appealing to users as they guarantee a worst-case acquaintance level in the result group. For efficient processing of GSGQs on large location-based social networks, we devise two social-aware spatial index structures, namely SaR-tree and SaR*-tree. The latter improves on the former by considering both spatial and social distances when clustering objects. Based on SaR-tree and SaR*-tree, novel algorithms are developed to process various GSGQs. 
Introduction
With the ever-growing popularity of smartphone devices, the past few years have witnessed a massive boom in locationbased social networking services (LBSN) [14, 16, 24, 33] like Foursquare, Yelp, Google+, and Facebook Places. In all these applications, mobile users are allowed to share their checkin locations (e.g., restaurants, theaters) with friends. Such location information, bridging the gap between the physical world and the virtual world of social networks, presents to users new applications of group-based activity planning and marketing [18, 19, 31] . In a typical use case, Facebook now offers users to create or participate in a local group event, such as a lunch gathering or a tennis match. With location information, Facebook can proactively recommend users nearby and invite them to this event. Third-party apps can also make use of such information. For example Zimride, on Facebook, suggests ridesharing among a group of users with similar commutes. These location-based social networking applications are essentially geo-social group queries with both spatial and social constraints.
While research attention has recently been drawn to geosocial group queries (e.g., [20, 31] ), existing works only impose some loose social constraint on the query. For example in [20] , the circle-of-friend query targets at finding a set of k users such that the maximal weighted spatial and social distance among the users is minimized. Since social distance is only one of the two factors, users in the result group could have very distant or diverse social relations. In an extreme case, no users in the result group are familiar with one another but they are so spatially close that the overall intra-group distance is minimum. As an improvement, the socio-spatial group query proposed in [31] aims to find k spatially close users among which the average number of unfamiliar users does not exceed a threshold p. While the use of threshold p effectively reduces the occurrence of unfamiliar users in a result group, there is no guarantee on the minimum number of users a group member is familiar with. In the worst case, as shown in our experiments in Sect. 7.2, some user may be unfamiliar with all other users in the group. Moreover, both queries require tailor-made user inputs-Liu et al. [20] imposes weights on social and spatial distances, and Yang et al. [31] needs to set a unified threshold p for all users in the group even though different users may have varied tolerance of unfamiliar users surrounded. Finally, these works mainly focused on in-memory processing (e.g., improving the user scanning order and filtering the candidate combinations) and cannot be adapted to external-memory indexes. Therefore, they cannot work for large-scale and real-world LBSNs.
In this paper, we propose a new family of geo-social group queries with constraint on minimum acquaintance, hereafter called GSGQs for brevity. A GSGQ query takes three arguments: (q, Λ, c), where q is the query issuer, Λ is the spatial constraint, and c is the acquaintance constraint. The acquaintance constraint c imposes a minimum degree on the familiarity of group members (which may include q), i.e., every user in the group should be familiar with at least c other users. The minimum-degree constraint is an important measure of group cohesiveness in social science research [25] . Known as c-core, it has been widely investigated in the research of graph problems [2, 6, 22] and accepted as an important constraint in practical applications [28] . The spatial constraint Λ can be a range constraint, a k-nearest neighbor (kNN) constraint or a relaxed k-nearest neighbor (rkNN) constraint, where kNN (resp. rkNN) means the result group, among all valid groups of exactly (resp. no fewer than) k users that satisfy the minimum acquaintance constraint, has the minimum spatial distance to the query issuer. Figure 1 illustrates an example of GSGQ, where the social network is split into a social layer and a spatial layer for clarify of presentation. Suppose user v 1 wants to arrange a friend gathering of some friends nearby. To have a friendly atmosphere in the gathering, she hopes anyone in the group should be familiar with at least two other users. Thus, she issues a GSGQ = (q, Λ, c) with q set as v 1 , Λ being 3NN, and c = 2. With the objective of minimizing the spatial distance between q and the farthest user in the group, the result group she will obtain is W = {v 2 , v 5 , v 6 }. Alternatively, to find an acquainted group of friends within a fixed range, she may issue a GSGQ = (q, Λ, c) with q set as v 1 , Λ being r Fig. 1 ), and c = 2. In this example, she will also obtain W = {v 2 , v 5 , v 6 }.
We argue that compared to the geo-social group queries studied in prior work [20, 31] , our GSGQs, with the adoption of a minimum acquaintance constraint, are more appealing to produce a cohesive group that guarantees the worst-case acquaintance level. Nonetheless, these GSGQs are much more complex to process than conventional spatial queries. Particularly, when the spatial constraint is strict kNN, we prove that GSGQs are NP-hard. Due to the additional social constraint, traditional spatial query processing techniques [4, 10, 13, 23] cannot be directly applied to GSGQs. Moreover, these queries are intrinsically harder than other variants of spatial queries, such as spatial keyword queries [7, 29, 32] and collective spatial keyword queries [5] , which only introduce independent attributes (e.g., text descriptions) of the objects but not binary relations among them.
On the other hand, most previous works on group queries in social networks use sequential scan in query processing. That is, they enumerate every possible combination of a user group and optimize the processing through some pruning heuristics. Although Yang et al. [31] proposed an SR-tree to cluster the users of each leaf node, this index achieves more significant reduction on computation than on disk accesses since it separates spatial and social constraints in the clustering process. Thus, when geo-social queries such as GSGQs are processed, still many disk pages are accessed to fetch the users that satisfy both spatial and social constraints. Moreover, its filtering techniques only work for averagedegree social constraints, and are not suitable for GSGQs with minimum-degree social constraints. In this paper, we propose two novel social-aware spatial indexing structures, namely SaR-tree and SaR*-tree, for efficient processing of general GSGQ queries on external storage. The main idea is to project the social relations of an LBSN on the spatial layer and then index both social and spatial relations in a uniform tree structure to facilitate GSGQ processing. Fur-thermore, we optimize the in-memory processing of GSGQs with a strict kNN constraint by devising powerful pruning strategies. To sum up, the main contributions of this paper are as follows:
-We propose a new family of geo-social group queries with minimum acquaintance constraint (GSGQs), which guarantees the worst-case acquaintance level. We prove that the GSGQs with a strict kNN spatial constraint are NP-hard. -We design new social-aware index structures, namely SaR-tree and SaR*-tree, for GSGQs. To optimize the I/O access and processing cost, a novel clustering technique that considers both spatial and social factors is proposed in the SaR*-tree. The update procedures of both indexes are also presented. -Based on the SaR-tree and SaR*-tree, efficient algorithms are developed to process various GSGQs. Moreover, in-memory optimizations are proposed for GSGQs with a strict kNN constraint. -We conduct extensive experiments to demonstrate the performance of our proposed indexes and algorithms.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews the related works. Section 3 introduces some core concepts in the social constraint and formalizes the problems of GSGQs. Section 4 presents the designs of basic SaR-tree and optimized SaR*-tree. Section 5 details the processing methods for various GSGQs based on SaR-trees. Section 6 describes the update algorithms of SaR-trees. Section 7 evaluates the performance of our proposals. Finally, Sect. 8 concludes the paper and discusses future directions.
Related works

Spatial query processing
Many spatial databases use R-tree or its extensions [4, 13] as an access method to disk storage for spatial queries (e.g., range, kNN, and spatial join queries). Figure 2 shows nine objects in a two-dimensional space and how they are aggregated into Minimum Bounding Rectangles (MBRs) recursively to build up the corresponding R-tree. An R-tree node is composed of a number of entries, each covering a set of objects and using an MBR to bound them. A query is processed by traversing the R-tree from the root node all the way down to leaf nodes for qualified objects. During this process, a priority queue H can be used to maintain the entries to be explored. A generic query evaluation procedure for a query Q can be summarized as follows: (1) push the entries of the root node into H ; (2) pop up the top entry e from H ; (3) if e is a leaf entry, check if the corresponding object is a result object otherwise push all qualified child entries of e into H ; (4) repeat (2) and (3) until H is empty or a termination condition of Q is satisfied. The construction of R-trees can be either incremental [4, 13] or bulk-loaded. Some variants of spatial queries have been studied with the consideration of certain grouping semantics. The group nearest neighbor query [23] extends the concept of the nearest neighbor query by considering a group of query points. It targets at finding a set of data points with the smallest sum of distances to all the query points. Based on R-tree, Papadias et al. [23] proposes various pruning heuristics to efficiently process group nearest neighbor queries. The spatial keyword query is another well-known extension of spatial queries that exploits both locations and textual descriptions of the objects. Most solutions for this query, e.g., BR*-tree [32] , I R 2 -tree [7] , and IR-tree [29] , rely on combining the inverted index, which was designed for keyword search, with a conventional R-tree. The collective spatial keyword query [5] further considers the problem of retrieving a group of spatial web objects such that the group's keywords cover the query's keywords and the objects, with the shortest interobject distances, are nearest to the query location. Based on IR-tree, Cao et al. [5] proposes dynamic programming algorithms for exact query processing and greedy algorithms for approximate query processing. It is noteworthy that while these works deal with some grouping semantics, they do not consider acquaintance relations in social networks.
Social network analysis and query processing
There have been a lot of works on community discovery in social networks. There is a comprehensive survey on community finding in graphs [11] . A typical approach is to optimize the modularity measure [12] . Since communities are usually cohesive subgraphs formed by the users with the acquaintance relationship, some graph structures such as clique [15] , k-core [25] , and k-plex [2, 21, 22] have been well studied under this topic. However, most of these works only provide theoretical solutions with asymptotic complexity, with a few exceptions such as the external-memory top-down algorithm for core decomposition [6] .
As for query processing in social networks, Faloutsos et al. [9] addresses the problem of finding a subgraph that connects a set of query nodes in a graph. Sozio and Gionis [28] studies a query-dependent variant of the community discovery problem, which finds a dense subgraph that contains the query nodes. Based on a measure of graph density, an optimal greedy algorithm is proposed. The authors of [28] also prove that finding communities of size no larger than a specified upper bound is NP-hard. Besides, Yang et al. [30] proposes a socio-temporal group query with acquaintance constraint in social networks. The aim is to find the activity time and attendees with the minimum total social distance to the initiator. As this problem is NP-hard, heuristic-based algorithms have been proposed to reduce the run-time complexity. However, all these works do not consider the spatial dimension of the users and thus cannot be applied to location-based social networks.
Geo-social query processing
Efficient processing of queries that consider both spatial and social relations is essential for LBSNs. Doytsher et al. [8] directly combines spatial and social networks and proposes graph-based query processing techniques. Liu et al. [20] proposes a circle-of-friend query to find minimal-diameter social groups. By transforming the relations in social networks into social distances among users, an integrated distance combining both spatial and social distances is proposed. Yang et al. [31] considers a special socio-spatial group query with the requirement of minimizing the total spatial distance. Accordingly, in-memory pruning and searching schemes are proposed in [31] . All these works only impose a loose social constraint in the query. As for the processing techniques, the methods of these works enumerate all possible combinations guided by some searching and pruning schemes. Although a tree structure named SR-tree is introduced in [31] , it is mainly used to reduce the enumeration of states during the in-memory processing. With that said, externalmemory indexes tailored for geo-social query processing in large-scale LBSNs are still lacking. More recently, Armenatzoglou et al. [1] proposes a general framework for geo-social query processing, which separates the social, geographical and query processing modules and thus enables flexible data management. Since its pruning power comes separately from the social and spatial index, it cannot further optimize the processing of GSGQ with access methods that integrate both spatial and social information. Li et al. [19] studies a geo-social query that retrieves a group of socially connected users whose familiar regions collectively cover a set of query points. Zhang et al. [34] proposes a geo-social location recommendation system based on personalized social and geographical influence modeling. Similarly, Shi et al. [26] proposes to cluster and categorize locations based on social and spatial density obtained from geo-social networks.
Preliminaries and problem statement
Aiming to find a cohesive group of acquaintances, GSGQs use c-core [25] as the basis of social constraint to restrict the result group. In this section, we first introduce the definition and the properties of c-core, based on which the GSGQ problems are then formalized.
C-core
C-core is a degree-based relaxation of clique [25] . Consider an undirected graph G = (V, E), where V is the set of vertices and E is the set of edges. Given a vertex v ∈ V , we define the set of neighbors of v as N G (v) = {u ∈ V | uv ∈ E} and the degree of v as deg G (v) = |N G (v)|. Accordingly, the maximum and minimum degrees of G are represented as
The following is a generalized definition of a c-core [25] .
The c-core defined in Definition 1 is not required to be maximum and fits for GSGQs in various applications. In the sequel, the term c-core refers to both the set W and the subgraph G [W ] . The core number of a vertex v, denoted by c v , is the highest order of a core that contains this vertex.
A greedy algorithm can be used for core decomposition, i.e., finding the core numbers for all vertices in G. The basic idea is to iteratively remove the vertex with the minimum degree in the remaining subgraph, together with all the edges adjacent to it, and determine the core number of that vertex accordingly. The most costly step of this algorithm is sorting the vertices according to their degrees at each iteration. As shown in [3] , a bin-sort can be used with O(|V | + |E|) time complexity. Thus, for a given c, we can find the maximum c-core of G in O(|V | + |E|) time.
Problem statement
Consider an LBSN G = (V, E), where the set of vertices V denotes the users and the set of edges E denotes the acquaintance relations 1 among the users in V . For any two users v, u ∈ V , there exists an edge vu ∈ E if and only if v is acquainted with u. Moreover, for any user v ∈ V , its location p v is also stored in G. Given two users v and u, let d (v, u) denote the spatial distance between v and u, and the (largest) distance from v to a set of users W is defined by
As formally defined below, a GSGQ finds a group of users that satisfies the given spatial and social constraints. Without loss of generality, we assume that the query issuer q ∈ V .
Definition 2 [Geo-social group query with minimum acquaintance constraint (GSGQ)] Given an LBSN G = (V, E), a GSGQ is represented as Q gs = (v, Λ, c), where v ∈ V is the query issuer, Λ is a type of spatial query denoting the spatial constraint, and c is the minimum degree of result group, denoting the social acquaintance constraint as in [20, 31] . GSGQ finds a maximal user result set W which satisfies Λ and the condition that the induced subgraph
As for the spatial constraint, this paper mainly focuses on three query types: range (i.e., window) query, relaxed knearest neighbor (rkNN) query, and strict k-nearest neighbor (kNN) query. Accordingly, they correspond to three types of GSGQs: (v, W ) . Here "relaxed" means the size of the result is not strictly k + 1, and as a general requirement in GSGQ the size should be the largest possible. For example, "find me the closest (maximal) group of at least nine users satisfying c-core to be eligible for a bulk discount". -GSGQ with strict kNN constraint, denoted as GSGQ kNN .
A GSGQ kNN is represented as Q gs = (v, kNN, c). It is a strict form of GSGQ rkNN , which requires that the c-core W ∪ {v} has an exact size of k + 1. For example, "find me the closest group of three users satisfying c-core to play tennis doubles with me".
For these GSGQs, we prove the following theorems on their complexities.
Theorem 1 G SG Q range and G SG Q rk N N can be solved in polynomial time.
Proof As we will show in the next subsection, processing a GSGQ range can be completed by running core decomposition once, while processing a GSGQ rkNN can be completed by running core decomposition at most |V | times. Since the time complexity of core decomposition is O(|V | + |E|), both of the queries can be solved in polynomial time.
Theorem 2 G SG Q k N N is NP-hard.
Proof It has been proved in [2] that given a graph G and positive integersc and k, determining whether there exists ā c-plex of size k +1, i.e., a set W such that δ(G[W ]) ≥ |W |−c and |W | = k +1, is NP-complete. Since a c-core of size k +1 is equivalent to a (k + 1 − c)-plex, we can find a (k + 1 − c)-plex of size k + 1 by iteratively applying GSGQ kNN for each user v in G. If a c-core of size k + 1 is found for a user v, then a (k + 1 − c)-plex of size k + 1 exists; otherwise, such a (k +1−c)-plex does not exist. In this way, thec-plex problem can be polynomially reduced to GSGQ kNN . This proves that GSGQ kNN is NP-hard.
R-tree-based query processing
We consider the GSGQ problems for large-scale LBSNs where the users' location and social information are stored separately on external disk storage as described in [1] . A baseline approach of processing GSGQs on an R-tree index of user locations is as follows. For a GSGQ range Q gs = (v, range, c), we first find all users located inside range via R-tree, then compute the c-core W of the subgraph formed by these users. If v exists in W , then W = W − {v} is the final result; otherwise, there is no result for Q gs . Since the user filtering step can be done in O(|V |) time and the core decomposition step can be done in O(|V | + |E|) time, the complexity of this method is O(|V | + |E|).
For a GSGQ rkNN Q gs = (v, rkNN, c), according to its definition, we access the users in ascending order of their spatial distances to v. As such, we use a similar procedure to kNN search on R-tree. Specifically, we employ a priority queue H whose priority score is spatial distance to v, and a candidate result set W . At the beginning, W is initialized as {v} and all the root entries of the R-tree are put into H . Each time the top entry e of H is popped up and processed. If e is a non-leaf entry, its child entries are accessed and put into H ; otherwise, e is a leaf entry, i.e., a user, so e is added into W . When the size of W exceeds k, we compute the c-core W of the subgraph formed by the users in W . If |W | ≥ k + 1 and v ∈ W , W = W − {v} is the result; otherwise, the above procedure is continued until the result is found. Since each round of c-core detection can be done in O(|V | + |E|) time, the complexity of this method is O(|V |(|V | + |E|)).
For a GSGQ kNN Q gs = (v, kNN, c), the processing is similar to GSGQ rkNN . The major difference is how to find the result from W . Since the query returns exact k users, all possible user sets of size k + 1 and containing v are checked to see if it is a c-core. If such a user set W exists, then (|V | + |E|)), Obviously, these approaches are inefficient for GSGQs with a large c value, because a large c means tighter social constraints and thus result users from farther away. According to a recent study [27] , the maximum c of a graph where the c-core exists obeys a 3-to-1 power law with respect to the count of triangles in the graph. This implies that the number of users to search and check in these approaches increases exponentially as c increases. On the other hand, intuitively a large c means higher chances to prune the irrelevant users before finding the result users. As will be proved and shown in the rest of this paper, the efficiency can be significantly improved by filtering the irrelevant users and optimizing the processing order.
Social-aware R-trees
Since a GSGQ involves both spatial and social constraints, to expedite its processing, both spatial locations and social relations of the users should be indexed simultaneously. Unfortunately, R-tree only indexes spatial locations of the users and is thus inefficient. In this section, we design novel social-aware R-trees (SaR-trees) to form the basis of our query processing solutions. In what follows, we first introduce the concept of Core Bounding Rectangle (CBR) and then present the details of SaR-tree, followed by a variant SaR*-tree.
Core Bounding Rectangle (CBR)
The social constraint of a GSGQ requires the result group to be a c-core. Unfortunately, pure social measures such as core number and centrality cannot adequately facilitate GSGQ processing which also features a spatial constraint. To devise effective spatial-dependant social measures to filter users in query processing, in this paper, we develop the concept of Core Bounding Rectangle (CBR) by projecting the minimumdegree constraint on the spatial layer. Simply put, the CBR of a user v is a rectangle containing v, inside which any user group with v does not satisfy the minimum-degree constraint. In other words, it is a localized social measure to a user. As a GSGQ mainly requests the nearby users, the locality of CBR becomes very valuable for processing GSGQs. The formal description of a CBR of user v for a minimum-degree constraint c, denoted by CBR v,c , is given in Definition 3.
Definition 3 [Core Bounding Rectangle (CBR)]
Consider a user v ∈ G. Given a minimum-degree constraint c, CBR v,c is a rectangle which contains v and inside which any user 
An example is shown in Fig. 3 . According to the acquaintance relations of user v 2 , rectangular area r 1 is a CBR v 2 ,2 , because any user group inside r 1 that contains v 2 cannot be a 2-core. On the contrary, r 2 is not a CBR v 2 ,2 , because some user groups inside r 2 that contain v 2 , e.g., {v 2 , v 1 , v 6 }, are 2-cores. Note that CBR v,c is not unique for a given v and c. For example, r 3 is another CBR v 2 ,2 for user v 2 . From Definition 3, we can quickly exclude a user v from the result group by checking CBR v,c during query processing. For example, if the query range of a G SG Q range is covered by CBR v,c , then v can be safely pruned from the result. This property makes CBR a powerful pruning mechanism.
Computing CBR of a user In an LBSN G, given a user v and minimum-degree constraint c, a simple method to compute CBR v,c is to search neighboring users in ascending order of distance until there is a user u such that the core number of v in the subgraph formed by the users inside v,u (i.e., the circle centered at v with radius d (v, u) ) is no less than c, i.e., all user groups located within v,u are not qualified as a c-core. CBR v,c can then be easily derived from v,u as follows. We first compute the bounding box of the circle and move out one bounding edge to go through u. Then, we check the nodes inside the rectangle but outside the circle. For each of them, we move out one bounding edge to go through u so that the node becomes outside of the new rectangle. An example is shown in Fig. 4a , where a CBR v 2 ,2 is constructed based on users v 5 , v 6 , and v 8 . This generated CBR satisfies Definition 3 since the users inside it (i.e., v 1 , v 2 , v 3 ) cannot form 2-core groups. However, it is not a maximal one, thus limiting its pruning power in GSGQ processing. We improve this initial CBR v,c by recursively expanding it from each bounding edge until no edge can be further moved outward (see Fig. 4b ). Depending on different initial CBRs and different expanding orders, there could be a number of maximal CBRs.
Algorithm 1 details the procedure of computing CBR v,c . In Line 1, we first sort the users of V in ascending order of their distances to v. In Lines 2-5, we find the nearest user u such that c v ≥ c in the subgraph formed by the users in V with equal or shorter distances to v. In Line 6, we initialize CBR v,c based on u such that CBR v,c does not contain any user outside v,u . An exemplary way is to compute the bounding box of v,u first and move one bounding edge to go through u. Then, check the users which are located inside the rectangle but outside v,u . For each of them, move one bounding edge of the rectangle to go through it so that the user is not located inside the new rectangle. In this procedure, a greedy scheme is adopted to always select the bounding edge which maximizes the area of the rectangle. In Lines 7-10, we expand CBR v,c by moving each bounding edge l of CBR v,c outward, if c v < c in the subgraph formed by the users inside CBR v,c and on l. Obviously, the rectangle generated by Algorithm 1 is a maximal CBR v,c , i.e., it is a CBR v,c and cannot be fully covered by any other CBR v,c . This property guarantees its pruning power for GSGQ processing, and such maximal CBRs will be stored in the social-aware R-trees. Figure 4 provides an exemplary procedure for computing CBR v 2 ,2 when applying Algorithm 1 on an LBSN.
To save the computing and storage cost, we only maintain a limited number of CBRs for user v-CBR v,2 0 , CBR v,2 1 , . . ., CBR v,2 log 2 cv -where c v is the core number of v in G. We choose CBRs with respect to exponential minimum-degree constraints because for a larger c, as shown in Sect. 7, much fewer c-cores exist and keeping sparse CBRs is sufficient to support effective pruning. Complexity analysis. Let n = |V | and m = |E|. In Algorithm 1, the sorting step, i.e., Line 1, requires O(n log n) time complexity. Since the core number of a user in graph G can be computed in O(n + m) time, initializing CBR v,c in Lines 2-6 requires O((n + m)n) time complexity. Further sorting step in Line 7 requires O(n log n) time complexity. During CBR expansion in Lines 8-9, the movement of a bounding edge requires O((n + m)n) time complexity. In total, the time complexity of Algorithm 1 is O((n + m)n). By applying a binary search to find a proper u in CBR initialization and a proper user to go through in CBR expansion, the time complexity can be reduced to O((n + m) log n). Usually, m > n in an LBSN, so the time complexity of Algorithm 1 is O(m log n).
Algorithm 1 Computing CBR of a User
Input: LBSN G = (V, E), user v, constraint c Output: C B R v,c CompCBR(G, v, c) 1:
SaR-tree
We now present the basic SaR-tree. It is a variant of R-tree in which each entry further maintains some aggregate social relation information for the users covered by this entry. The core number of an entry is the maximum core number of the users it covers, which bounds the number of CBRs of this entry. Considering that only one CBR of an entry is related to a GSGQ, we optimize the storage by decoupling CBRs from MBR, as shown in Fig. 5 . Then, we can directly access the CBR page with the specified c, without losing any pruning power of R-tree. Perceptually, a CBR in the SaR-tree bounds 5 SaR-tree. CBRs e denotes the set of CBRs for an entry e a group of users from the social perspective while an MBR bounds the users from the spatial perspective. As such, SaRtree gains the power for both social-based and spatial-based pruning during GSGQ processing, as will be explained in the next section.
CBR of an entry. To define the CBRs for each SaR-tree entry, we extend the concept of CBR defined for each individual user (in the previous subsection). Let MBR e and V e denote the MBR and the set of users covered by an entry e, respectively. A CBR of e is a rectangle which intersects MBR e and inside which any user group containing any user from V e cannot satisfy the minimum-degree constraint. The formal definition of a CBR of entry e with respect to a minimum-degree constraint c, denoted by CBR e,c , is given as follows:
Definition 4 (CBR of an entry)
Consider an entry e with MBR MBR e and user set V e . Given a minimum-degree constraint c, CBR e,c is a rectangle which intersects MBR e and inside which any user group containing any user from V e (not including the users on the bounding edges) cannot be a c-core.
Note that CBR e,c is required to intersect MBR e to guarantee its locality. Figure 5 shows two examples of CBRs for an entry b, where V b = {v 3 , v 4 }. We can see that any user group inside CBR b,2 and containing v 3 or v 4 (not including v 9 on the bounding edges) cannot be a 2-core. Thus, during GSGQ processing, we may safely prune entry e, for example, if the query range of a GSGQ range (with a minimum-degree constraint of 2) is fully covered by CBR b,2 . Since CBR e,c is determined by the set of users in V e , we use CBR V e ,c and CBR e,c interchangeably.
To efficiently generate the CBRs of the entries in SaRtree, we adopt a bottom-up approach in our implementation. Obviously, the CBR of a leaf entry e is just the CBR of the user it covers. For a non-leaf entry e, let e 1 , e 2 , . . . , e m be the child entries of e. Then, the CBR of e can be computed by recursively applying the following function on CBR 
Since c G and
are quite small in a typical LBSN (e.g., they are 43 and 4.5 for the Gowalla dataset used in our experiments), the storage cost of CBRs is comparable to G (e.g., around 2.3n in our experiments).
Based on the concept of CBRs, SaR-tree can be directly built on top of R-tree. That is, we first construct a standard R-tree based on the locations of the users and then embed the CBRs into each entry. In this way, SaR-tree indexes both spatial locations and social relations of the users. Note that the users in SaR-tree are organized merely based on their locations-they are spatially close, but may not be well clustered in terms of their social relations. This unfortunately weakens the pruning power of SaR-tree in processing GSGQs. To overcome this weakness, we propose a variant in the next subsection.
SaR*-tree
Inspired by R*-tree, the R-tree variant that optimizes the grouping of spatial object to minimize the disk I/O cost, we propose SaR*-tree as an variant of SaR-tree. It has the same node structure but uses a different closeness metric to group users into nodes. Specifically, instead of using only the spatial area of MBR for closeness, SaR*-tree defines a new closeness metric I (V ) for a group of users V that integrates both CBRs and MBRs to measure the combined social and spatial closenesses:
where ||·|| is the area of an MBR or CBR, and ∪ v∈V CBR v,c − CBR V,c quantifies the similarity of CBRs of the users in V .
Obviously, a small I (V ) indicates that the users of V have both close locations and similar CBRs. This new closeness metric will be used in the R-tree construction.
Similar to SaR-tree, SaR*-tree is also constructed by iteratively inserting users. During this construction, CBRs and MBRs are generated at the same time and used for further user insertion. Moreover, if a node N of an SaR*-tree overflows, it will be split. The details about these two main operations in SaR*-tree construction, i.e., user insertion and node split, are described below.
-User insertion. When a user v is inserted into an SaR*-tree, for a node N with entries e 1 , e 2 , . . . , e m , we will select the entry e i with the minimal I (V e i ∪ {v}) to insert v. -Node split. When a node N of an SaR*-tree overflows, we split N into two sets of entries N 1 and N 2 with the mini-
Then, the parent node of n use two entries to point to n 1 and n 2 , respectively. This splitting may propagate upwards until the root.
GSGQ processing
In this section, we present the detailed processing algorithms based on SaR-trees for various GSGQs. As mentioned in Sect. 3, we mainly focus on three types of GSGQs, namely, GSGQ range , GSGQ rkNN , and GSGQ kNN . We will show that the CBRs of SaR-trees can be used in different ways for processing these queries.
GSGQ with range constraint
When processing a GSGQ range Q gs = (v, range, c), each entry of the SaR-tree or SaR*-tree that may cover result users will be visited and possibly further explored. Compared to traditional R-trees, which only provide spatial information via MBRs, an SaR-tree or SaR*-tree provides much greater pruning power due to the social information in CBRs. Consider an exemplary GSGQ Q gs = (v 1 , range, 2) in Fig. 5 We again use the example in Fig. 5 to illustrate the pruning power of the proposed algorithm for processing GSGQ range .
When applying the baseline algorithm based on R-tree, 5 users, i.e., v 2 , v 3 , v 5 , v 6 and v 8 , need to be accessed. In contrast, in the proposed algorithm, by using both MBRs and CBRs, there is no need to access index node b (as well as its covered user v 3 ) and user v 8 since range ⊂ CBR b,2 and range ⊂ CBR v 8 ,2 . As a result, only 3 users are accessed, achieving a great saving on computing and I/O cost.
GSGQ with relaxed kNN constraint
To process a GSGQ rkNN Q gs = (v, rkNN, c) on an SaRtree or SaR*-tree, we maintain a priority queue H of entries, whose priority score is the spatial distance from v to both MBR e and CBR e,c . Let L CBR e,c denote the set of bounding edges of CBR e,c and d(v, l) denote the distance from v to edge l. The distance from v to CBR e,c , where v is located inside CBR e,c , is defined as the minimum distance from v to reach any bounding edge of CBR e,c . Formally, Figure 6 shows an example to demonstrate this rationale. Suppose user v 1 issues a GSGQ rkNN Q gs = (v 1 , r 3N N, 2). When entry b covering users v 3 and v 4 is visited, we have
. Then, the key of b is set to be
We can see that if v 3 or v 4 belongs to the result group, it should also contains v 9 to make the whole group a 2-core, which makes the maximum distance to v 1 larger than d c . Thus, we can access entry c before b, although c is spatially farther away from v 1 than b. As a result, a candidate group W = {v 2 , v 6 } can be obtained after accessing entry c, since
there is no need to visit entry b any longer, thereby saving the access cost. (Line 16-17) ; otherwise, the above procedure is continued until the result is found or shown to be nonexistent. Theorem 5 proves the correctness of Algorithm 3 and its superiority to the baseline accessing model.
Theorem 4 Given a user v and a minimum-degree constraint c, if a user set W makes G[W
Theorem 5 For a GSGQ rkNN Q gs = (v, rkNN, c), Algorithm 3 generates the result of Q gs . Moreover, it checks equal or less users than that of the baseline accessing model based on d(v, MBR e ).
Proof Let W be the user set returned by Algorithm 3 and user u = arg u∈W max d (v, u) . Suppose another user set W , W = W , is the result. Then, it should be either 1) 
To conclude, W is the result of Q gs . Let S and S be the entries explored by Algorithm 3 and by the baseline accessing model based on d(v, MBR e ), respectively, for finding the result set W . Based on Theorem 4, for any entry e ∈ S, we have d e ≤ d max (v, W ) (if not, e will not be further explored since all the users of W have been accessed and the result set W has been found). Con-
It means S contains equal or less users than that of S .
Recall the example in Fig. 6 . When applying Algorithm 3 to process Q gs = (v 1 , r 3N N, 2) , the access order of the users is v 2 , v 6 , v 5 , v 3 , v 4 , v 9 and v 7 . The result can be obtained by accessing the first 3 users. In contrast, the baseline algorithm based on R-tree accesses the users in the order of v 2 , v 3 , v 6 , v 5 , v 4 , v 8 , v 9 , and v 7 . Then, 4 users are accessed and processed. Obviously, by reorganizing the access order of entries, Algorithm 3 processes GSGQ rknn more efficiently.
GSGQ with strict kNN constraint
For a GSGQ kNN Q gs = (v, kNN, c) , we adopt the same processing framework as in Algorithm 3. However, when a valid W is found for GSGQ rkNN at Line 16, more steps will be needed to obtain the result of GSGQ kNN . Let W be the maximum c-core formed by the set of currently visited users W . Only if |W | ≥ k + 1 and v ∈ W , it is possible to find a c-core of size k + 1 in W that contains v. Moreover, such a c-core must be a subset of W . Thus, we invoke a function FindExactkNN to check all user sets of size k +1 that contain v in W . If such a user set W is found, W − {v} is the result of Q gs ; otherwise, the above procedure is repeated when Algorithm 3 continues to find the next candidate W .
In-Memory Optimizations. The above processing framework provides optimized node access on SaR-trees for GSGQ kNN . However, due to the NP-hardness of GSGQ kNN , the inmemory processing function FindExactkNN also has a great impact on the performance of the algorithm. A naive idea of checking all possible combinations of the user sets costs up to exponential time complexity of k. In this subsection, we single out this problem to optimize the FindExactkNN function by designing two pruning strategies.
Algorithm 4 details the optimized FindExactkNN, which employs a branch-and-bound method and expands the source user set S from the candidate user set U . At the beginning, S and U are initialized as {v, u} and W − {v, u} (u denotes the newly accessed user in Algorithm 3), respectively. Note that if a result W exists in W , W must contain u, because it has been proved that W − {u} does not contain a result. During the processing, two major pruning strategies, namely core decomposition based pruning (Lines 6-11, [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] and k-plex based pruning (Lines 5, 12), are applied.
(1) Core decomposition-based pruning: Based on the definition of c-core, we can observe that if the current source user set S can be expanded to a c-core of size k + 1, it must be contained by the maximum c-core of U ∪ S , where U denotes the set of remaining candidate users. Therefore, we conduct a core decomposition on U ∪ S before further exploration. If a user of S has a core number smaller than c in U ∪ S , S cannot be expanded to a result from the candidate user set U and thus we can safely stop further exploration. In addition, if the maximum c-core in U ∪ S contains S and has size k + 1, it is the result of GSGQ kNN and the whole processing terminates. Otherwise, further exploration on the maximum c-core of U ∪ S is required. Finally, if S cannot be expanded to a c-core of size k + 1, we roll back to explore S and the remaining U . Similarly, we compute the maximum c-core W of S ∪ U . If |W | ≥ k + 1 and S ⊆ W , S could be expanded to the result from U = W − S and further exploration is applied; otherwise, no result can be found.
(2) k-plex-based pruning: One major challenge of the ccore problem is that it does not preserve locality, that is, if W is a c-core, adding or dropping some users from W no longer retains it as a c-core. As a workaround, we transfer the problem to a dualc-plex problem [2] (which preserves the locality property) by adding some constraint. Simply speak-
Since a c-core of size k + 1 is also a (k + 1 − c)-plex, we seek to find a (k + 1 − c)-plex of size k + 1 to achieve further pruning.c-plex preserves the locality property because if W is ac-plex, dropping some users can still make it ac-plex. In other words, if the maximum (k +1−c)-plex in U ∪ S has a size no less than k+1, it is certain that a (k+1−c)-plex of size k + 1 can be found; otherwise, such a (k + 1 − c)-plex cannot be found. Moveover, (k + 1 − c)-plex is more constrained than c-core because the size of the maximum (k +1−c)-plex is always no larger than that of the maximum c-core of size no smaller than k + 1.
Algorithm 4 Finding c-core of size k + 1
Input: User set U and S, c, k
if |W | = k + 1 then 10:
return W ; 11: else 12: The properties of (k + 1 − c)-plex can be used to devise powerful pruning strategies in processing GSGQ kNN . First, we prune those users in U who cannot expand the source user set S to a (k + 1 − c)-plex. This pruning is implemented in Line 5 of Algorithm 4. Second, we estimate the size of a maximum (k + 1 − c)-plex to provide further pruning. Some theoretic bounds on it have been proposed in the literature. In 3N N, 2) . The entries are omitted here because they are not related to function FindExactkNN this paper, we adopt the result of [21] and compute an upper bound B on the size of a maximum (k + 1 − c)-plex in a graph G as,
and
are co-c-plexes [21] in which every vertex of V appears exactly i times, a i, j = max{n : |{v|v ∈ V ∧ deg G (v) ≥ n}| ≥c + l} for each C i j , and p is a parameter to limit the iterations of computing. Figure 7 shows the steps of both the basic and optimized version of function FindExactkNN where user set W = {v 1 3N N, 2) . In the optimized procedure, each step shows the investigated source user set S and the candidate set U after filtering. For example, in the first step, we try to check S = {v 1 , v 7 , v 4 } and U = {v 2 , v 3 , v 6 , v 8 , v 9 }. After filtering U via Line 5 of Algorithm 4, we can get U = {v 2 , v 6 , v 8 , v 9 }. Since the maximum 2-core of U ∪ S only has size 3, no 2-core of size 4 can be found in U ∪ S . Thus, all the combinations of these users can be ignored. A similar case can be found in the second step when S = {v 1 , v 7 , v 9 }. In the third step, we can get the upper bound of the size of the maximum 2-plex in U ∪ S as 3 by computing B 2 (G[U ∪ S ]). Thus, U ∪ S does not contain a 2-core of size 4. We can stop searching here because no user is filtered from U in the last step, which means all the combinations are covered. We can see that the optimized function FindExactkNN effectively prunes unnecessary explorations and saves significant computation cost.
Update of SaR-trees
The SaR-trees, once built, can be used as underlying structures for efficient GSGQ processing with generic spatial constraints. It is particularly favorable for applications where both social relations and user locations (e.g., home addresses) are stable. However, for other applications where users may regularly change their locations and social relations, efficient update of the SaR-trees is required. This is challenging because an update of a user affects not only her own CBR but also those of others. In this section, we propose a lazy update approach tailored for SaR-trees that strikes a balance between update efficiency and effectiveness of GSGQ processing.
Lazy update in SaR-trees
An update from user v ∈ G means either her location changes from p v to p v or her social relation N G (v) changes. However, not all changes lead to the update of CBRs. The following two rules show the location and social conditions on which CBRs might need updates.
Updaterule 1 Location update. A CBR u,c might become invalid only if there exists some user v such that c ≤ c v , p v /
∈ CBR u,c , and p v ∈ CBR u,c .
Updaterule 2 Social updates. A CBR u,c might become invalid only if there exist two users v, v such that edge vv is newly added, min{c
To relieve an update procedure from intensive CBR recomputation, we propose a lazy update model for SaR-trees. Particularly, a memo M is introduced to store those accumulated updates which have not been applied on the CBRs of SaR-trees. Figure 8 illustrates the data structure for the SaR-tree in Fig. 5 . A user update is thus handled in three steps. In the first step, the user record is updated, and core decomposition is performed on G to update the core numbers of users if it is a social update. If the core number of a user u changes, the core numbers of the entries along the path from u to the root are updated. In the second step, the user update is added into M. In this figure, user v 2 adds an edge with v 3 , and the new edge has been inserted to M. Similar operation is performed for location updates when a user moves into other users' CBRs. In the third step, when the size of M reaches a threshold, named the Batch Update Size, a batch update is applied on the CBRs of SaR-trees. This calls for re-computation of all affected CBRs in M.
To facilitate CBR updates, an R-tree is built on the CBRs of users. By a point containment query on this R-tree, we can find the CBRs that cover the latest location of an updated user. The retrieved CBRs are then filtered based on Update Rule 1 and Update Rule 2. For the remaining CBRs, we first determine their validity by computing the core numbers of the corresponding users in the subgraphs formed by the users inside the CBRs. Then, each invalid CBR is recomputed by applying Algorithm 1 and its update is propagated to the root along the SaR-tree path.
GSGQ processing with update memo on SaR-trees
With an update memo M, GSGQ processing algorithms on SaR-trees need to be revised for correctness as some CBRs may be invalid. In the following, we outline the major changes of the processing algorithms for different GSGQs.
G SG Q range processing To revise Algorithm 2, the CBRs will no longer be used to prune entries when traversing the SaR-tree. As a result, the priority queue H is composed of a number of leaf entries, each corresponding to a user with core number equal to or larger than c inside range. As such, for each user u in H s.t. range ⊂ CBR u,c , we check the other users in H located inside range: if some other user has updates in M which might invalidate CBR u,c according to Update Rule 1 or 2, we keep u in H ; otherwise, u is pruned from H . In the end, if the query issuer v is pruned from H , there will be no result; otherwise, we obtain the result from H as Algorithm 2 does. 
G SG Q rk N N (or G SG Q k N N ) processing
Performance evaluation
In this section, we evaluate the proposed methods on three real datasets, namely Gowalla, Dianping, and Twitter-2010, and investigate the impact of various parameters. The code is written in C++ and compiled by GNU gcc x64 4.5.2. All the experiments are performed on a Dell R430 server with dual Intel Xeon E5-2620 CPU and 64GB RAM, running GNU/Ubuntu Linux 64-bit 14.04 LTS.
Experimental setting
The Gowalla dataset was collected from the locationbased social network Gowalla (available on http://snap. stan-ford.edu/data/loc-gowalla.html), the Dianping dataset was crawled by us from a Chinese restaurant review site (available on https://goo.gl/uUV4Wg), and the Twitter-2010 dataset is from the social network Twitter (available on http://law.di.unimi.it/webdata/twitter-2010/). For the Gowalla dataset and the Dianping dataset, we remove the users with no check-ins and select the first check-in position of each user as his/her location. As a result, the preprocessed Gowalla dataset has 107,092 nodes (users) and 456,830 edges (friend relations), while the preprocessed Dianping dataset has 2,673,970 nodes and 922,977 edges. In comparison, the Twitter-2010 dataset is much bigger, with 41,652,098 nodes and 684,500,219 edges. The locations of the users in Twitter-2010 are randomly generated with a uniform distribution. For both datasets, we normalize the location data into a unit space
We implement four indexes for performance evaluation, namely R-tree, C-imbedded R-tree, SaR-tree, and SaR*-tree. The C-imbedded R-tree is built on top of an R-tree and additionally stores the core numbers of the index entries. The average CPU time of constructing a user CBR in the latter two trees is less than 100 ms for Gowalla and Dianping, and 50 ms for Twitter-2010. The sizes of SaR-trees are 15.5MB for Gowalla, 257MB for Dianping and 2.1GB for Twitter-2010. The index construction time is less than 1 min for Gowalla and Dianping, and 1.3 h for Twitter-2010. The corresponding GSGQ processing methods on these indexes are denoted as BR (baseline R-tree), CR, SaR and SaR*, respectively. CR enhances BR by pruning those nodes whose core numbers cannot satisfy the minimum-degree constraint c in query processing.
To have a fair comparison, we implement CR, SaR, and SaR* by coupling extra pages with each index node to store the information of core numbers (for CR) or CBRs (for SaR and SaR*). These extra pages are called coupled nodes. To compare the performance of different methods, we mainly use two metrics, namely the page access cost and the query running time. The former includes the page accesses of index nodes, coupled nodes, and user data. On the other hand, the query running time measures the actual clock time to process a GSGQ, including the CPU time and the I/O time. In the experiments, no cache is used for GSGQ processing and the page access time is set as 2 ms per page access. Each test ran a set of 1000 randomly generated GSGQs, and we report the average performance. Three types of queries, namely GSGQ range , GSGQ rkNN , and GSGQ kNN , are tested. For GSGQ range , the range r is defined as a square centered at the location of the query issuer. In the sequel, we use the edge length to represent r , which is set at 0.002 for Gowalla and Dianping, and 0.05 for Twitter-2010 by default. For GSGQ rkNN and GSGQ kNN , k is selected from 10 to 250, which represents large-scale time-consuming queries for real-life social applications, e.g., the marketing example shown in Sect. 1. Finally, the minimum-degree constraint c is selected from 1 to 5. Table 1 summarizes the major parameters and their values used in the experiments, where the average degree only counts connected nodes. Table 2 shows the average minimum degree of the result groups for three different query semantics on Gowalla, where kNN denotes a classic k-nearest neighbor query and SSG Q denotes the socio-spatial group query proposed in [31] . As expected, GSGQ always retrieves the groups that satisfy the minimum degree constraints, while the other two queries have a minimum degree of close to zero. This justifies the improved social constraint introduced by GSGQ. 
Overall performance
Figures 9, 10, and 11 show the overall performance of the GSGQ methods under three different queries on Gowalla, Dianping, and Twitter-2010, respectively. Generally, SaR and SaR* achieve significant improvement over BR and CR in all tested cases. Take Twitter-2010 as an example. For GSGQ range , SaR and SaR* outperform BR and CR by 77.9-77.6 and 84.5-84.3% in terms of the query running time (see Fig. 11a ). This is mainly due to the savings in accessing the user data as shown in Fig. 11b . It is interesting to note that CR incurs an even higher page access cost than BR because of the week pruning power of the core numbers for large social networks and additional accesses on the coupled nodes. More specifically, SaR and SaR* check much fewer users (around 2946 users) than CR (around 103,060 users) and BR (around 85,686 users) to derive the results. SaR* further reduces the page accesses to 3135 compared to SaR (4089), CR (15, 293) and BR (14, 436) . All the results exhibit the high pruning power of CBRs for GSGQ range processing. For GSGQ rkNN , SaR and SaR* achieve similar improvement over BR and CR in terms of the query running time and the page access cost (see Fig. 11c, d ). They access much less users in query processing. Specifically, SaR and SaR* only check 3.0% users of BR and 3.6% users of CR. For GSGQ kNN , the improvement on query running time is even more higher for SaR and SaR* because of the in-memory optimizations (see Fig. 11e ). That is, compared to BR (resp. CR), SaR and SaR* save 92.5% (resp. 90.4%) and 93.5% (resp. 91.7%) of query running time. This indicates that by optimizing the accessing order of the entries based on the CBRs, a greater performance improvement can be achieved. Finally, comparing Fig. 11 to Figs. 9 and 10, we can see that our methods gain a higher improvement over CR on Twitter-2010 than on Gowalla and Dianping. This is because Twitter-2010 has a denser social network and more diverse locations, thus limiting the pruning power of the core numbers and making it harder to process a GSGQ. As a further investigation on the impact of the social graph with different sizes and density, we choose subsets of users in Twitter-2010 from 5M to 40M, and Table 3 shows the average degrees and core numbers of these induced subgraphs. Figure 12 plots the performance comparison of GSGQ rkNN queries on these social graphs. We can see that as the graph density grows, the performance gap between CR and SaR/SaR* increases, because less pruning power can be obtained from the core numbers. Compared to BR, SaR and SaR* retain the pruning power and reduce the page access by roughly the same ratio. The query running time of BR increases on the graph of 40M users because there is a jump of the graph density from 20M users to 40M users, and thus, less time saving can be achieved in the in-memory processing. To conclude, the pruning power of SaR and SaR*, mainly contributed by the social relations in CBRs, benefits more from larger and denser social networks.
GSGQ range processing
For a GSGQ range Q gs = (v, r, c), Fig. 13 shows the performance with different c settings on Gowalla and Twitter-2010. All methods except BR incur shorter query running time for a larger c. The performance gap between BR and the other methods increases as c grows. This is because more users and index nodes can be pruned in CR, SaR, and SaR* for a large c. mate CBRs (corresponding to c = 2 and c = 4, respectively) are used for query processing in these cases (recall that only the CBRs with respect to exponential minimum-degree constraints are stored). Moreover, SaR* benefits more from the index than CR and SaR, as it groups the users based on both spatial and social closenesses, making the pruning of index nodes and user pages more powerful. As for various settings of query range r (see Fig. 14) , the performance of all methods degrades when r grows, because more users within the range need to be checked. In terms of query running time, SaR and SaR* perform much better than the other two methods. Moreover, SaR* has the best performance and thus is the most favorable approach.
GSGQ rkNN processing
This subsection investigates the performance of the methods for GSGQ rkNN under various c and k settings. As we observed similar performance trends for GSGQ kNN under these settings, we omit the details on GSGQ kNN here. For a GSGQ rkNN Q gs = (v, rkNN, c) , Fig. 15 shows the performance with different c settings on Gowalla and Twitter-2010. All methods incur higher query running time for a larger c. This is because a large c tightens the social constraint of GSGQ rkNN and thus more users need to be visited. Similar to GSGQ range , the performance gaps between SaR* and the other two methods increase as c grows. For a larger c, the candidate users for GSGQ rkNN processing tend to share similar CBRs. Thus, the social-aware user organization of SaR* can effectively reduce the page accesses. Figure 16 shows the performance with different k settings on Gowalla and Twitter-2010. Compared to c, the increment of k causes only a moderate increase in cost. SaR and SaR* beat BR and CR for all k settings and the performance gaps become larger as k grows. This implies that the pruning techniques of SaR and SaR* are scalable to large user groups.
Update performance of SaR-trees
This section investigates the update performance of SaRtrees. We take the locations of user check-ins along the timeline of Gowalla and Twitter-2010 to generate location updates (where the new check-ins for Twitter-2010 are randomly generated with the maximum distance 0.0015 from the last ones) and randomly insert new edges to generate social updates on users. Due to the fact that social updates are relatively infrequent in real social networks [17] , the proportion of social updates is set to 5%. We first investigate the effect of batch update size. In general, the average amortized update time decreases as more updates are applied in batch processing. This is mainly because fewer CBRs, on average, are required to update as summarized in Table 4 . Figure 17 (resp. Fig. 18 ) shows the performance for the GSGQ rkNN queries with default settings under different batch update sizes on Gowalla (resp. Twitter-2010). We can see that the performance of SaR and SaR* degrades as the batch update size grows, which is mainly because more CBRs are invalidated by the updates of M and less pruning power could be achieved (yet still better than BR or CR). To further measure the impact of updates on query processing, we generate workloads of mixed update and query requests (i.e., the GSGQ rkNN queries with default settings). Figure 19a shows the throughputs under various query/update ratios (workloads) on Gowalla. SaR* and SaR achieve higher throughputs than CR when the workload has fewer updates, i.e., q/u > 1 and 10, respectively, because the performance gain from query processing can compensate for the additional CBR update cost. Figure 19b shows the thoughputs under different batch update sizes on Gowalla. We can see that SaR outperforms CR only for a range of the batch update size. It is because large batch update size leads to obvious performance degradation of SaR for GSGQ processing, making it incapable to compensate for the CBR update cost any more. In comparison, SaR* always achieves the highest throughput. This can also be observed on Twitter-2010, as shown in Fig. 20 .
Case study: SSGQ versus GSGQ
We also conducted a case study on the usefulness of GSGQ against SSGQ [31] . We randomly chose 8 users from the Gowalla dataset and generated SSGQ and GSGQ kNN results under the following 4 parameter settings (i.e., 2 users under each setting): (1) each user, the SSGQ result is visualized side by side with the GSGQ result in the context of Google Map and social relation of users. Twenty-eight participants were invited to give (blind) opinions on which result each user should choose for a group activity. Figure 21 shows the comparison result. Of all 8 users except for #2 user, GSGQ is consistently chosen more often than SSGQ queries, and overall in 78% cases a participant chooses GSGQ results and in only 18% cases a participant chooses SSGQ results. This case study justifies our motivation of GSGQ as a more useful geo-social group query.
Conclusion
This paper has studied geo-social group queries (GSGQs) with minimum acquaintance constraints for large social networking services. Our main contribution is the design of two social-aware index structures, namely SaR-tree and SaR*-tree. Based on them, we have developed efficient algorithms to process various GSGQs, together with a number of optimization techniques. Extensive experiments on real-world datasets demonstrate that our proposed methods substantially outperform the baseline methods based on R-tree under various system settings and that such GSGQ services are feasible on a commodity server for large user populations. As for future work, we plan to extend GSGQs to incorporate more sophisticated spatial queries such as skyline and distancebased joins.
